People of the Nation! We are Leif of Godland, Leif af Östersjöväldet and Monarch of State Sweden.

The extensive NATO and Russia military exercises in the Baltic Sea Region can escalate to the III World War, when about 100,000 warriors stand ready to wipe each other out, and them the Government and Parliament have no power over. From Russia, it is announced that 3.9.17, 11 nuclear weapons have been activated to reach strategic targets in case Putin’s government falls. It is very likely that Sweden is a target due to its leading role in the world arms production and Sweden’s crucial role in former occupations of Russia.

The civilian Nation of Sweden is completely without war preparation or civil defense because of the total digitization, and can be said to be in a death trap, which those responsible ignore.

The Nation have been abandoned by those we expected should have and should take responsibility.

We, Leif of Godland, Leif af Östersjöväldet, and Monarch of State Sweden, have decided to take responsibility.

We proclaim a legitimate state for the nation where there were no legitimate state.
The illegitimate business corporate state the Kingdom of Sweden, Konungariket Sverige, etc. was part of the business corporate state system incl. international cooperation agencies created under this corporate system, that was formally liquidated when Ditta & Leif of Godland 12017-06-11 invoked Indigenous Decentralisation which cancelled any kind of corporate governance / business privilege - any and all corporate CHARTERS - for all businesses pretending be governments of the Peoples of all the world's 200 states together with all forms of agreements made on such constructions, regardless of if these agreements are then referred to as treaties, national or international statutes, rules, executive orders / executive directives, constitutions, memberships, acts, or otherwise.

This by Ditta & Leif of Godland formally liquidated de facto system was completely overworked, creating a plethora of locks through the agreements created through it, regardless if these agreements where then referred to as treaties, national or international statutes, rules, executive orders/executive directives, constitutions, legal statutes, or anything else. This Gordian knot is cut and the war exercises are criminalized. The peaceful peoples can rise from their knees and return to families and fertilize the dynasty.

Left are now 'only' all those with lingering erroneous belief in the departmentalized, incalculable, unpredictable and mendacious structures, due to both the national soul's and the elite's deep injury from 999+ years of brain contamination, mind capture- and mind entrancement techniques.

The Nation is that Sweden whose borders are those we see in the map books.

Through Monarchy State Sweden We proclaim us interimistically as absolute monarch, thereafter as constitutional monarch over Nation Sweden with advisory effect for especially the Folkhögskola, a nordic term, and in matters concerning Godland outside Nation Sweden, when competent indigenous peoples savvy in avoiding the platonic fraud can realize the below constitution so not new obedient soldiers to the old war system are created.

Our Title is Monarch of State Sweden and Our State is Monarchy State Sweden, Monarkin Staten Sverige. We do not assume any obligations from the illegitimate business corporate state the Kingdom of Sweden, Konungariket Sverige, etc.

"The Democratic War Class" or "the Democratic Terrorists" who believe that
they have administered a democracy are misled, and are as well as the Western Elite themselves crime victims of the academic fraud that have terrorized and conducted war against individuals and indigenous peoples for thousands of years, wherefore those of this war system force-conscripted citizen soldiers, insofar as they do not allow proper justice to be created, rightly can be called “the Democratic War Class” or “the Democratic Terrorists”. Such warfare and/or terror is hereby prohibited. Basic law principles say that where there is no justice, one is allowed to create it. What force-conscripted crime victims of a multi thousand year fraud have previously decided, for example, concerning that a court can not be established after the act, does not have validity. But We are merciful and We take into account that those who have committed crime themselves are victims of crime. That the élite as well as all other of the war-system’s force-conscripted citizen soldiers are crime victims of course MITIGATES responsibility, but it does not remove it after this Proclamation which hereby Notify Nation Sweden of the fraud.

In order that Everyone whenever shall be able to request more information on this hereby notified of fraud, which now is the responsibility of everyone, a Folkhögskola, a nordic term, have formally been formed for Godland’s Indigenous Peoples throughout the world, with Jan Rosbäck as Principal, namely Godland’s Urfolks (Indigenous) Folkhögskola, with particular responsibility for making indigenous men and women knowledgeable in the rights of Indigenous Peoples and loyal to the Indigenous Peoples, supporting each and every one to complete themselves and supporting the emergence of indigenous judges.

The force-conscription as well as how to concretely create new knowledge is very well investigated by Ola Alexander Frisk in his work, "This Is How The State Fucks Your Mind", the imminent translation and study of which is strongly recommended. The existing school is forbidden to continue sabotaging the process of understanding, wherefore everyone in their structures who wish to continue working with the knowledge and understanding of others are hereby obligated to immediately familiarize themselves with how the platonistic fraud is done and how to get out of it. The school we have had create obedient citizen soldiers in what have been exposed as a war system with it’s roots in feudal slavery. The school we have had have helped with the force conscription because the platonistic deception eliminate alternatives so that the force-conscripted have no alternative but to obey. Force-conscription is what is done in war. No one is permitted to force anyone to support indoctrination / brain contamination for the prevailing western regime of total terror where the people have been limited to only be able to accept how it is and to obey.
Truth at any cost lowers all other costs. This becomes Our Motto.

We are part of Godland through Diarchy with Ditta of Godland, Ditta af Östersjöväldet.

Abandoned existing structures

We decide how Godlander’s rights in Nation Sweden interimistically shall be provided for in an orderly transition to the restoration of all Indigenous peoples’ rights in those existing structures left behind by the formally liquidated business corporate state with it’s likewise formally liquidated business system of authorities, etc. The principles of Our rule are Godlander’s rights in accordance with the Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples (Deklaration om urfolks rättigheter) as well as in accordance with the Declaration of Godland and Charter of Godland, which among other things means that We protect all races and all ethnogenetic groups by establishing an order in which each group is supported in nourishing its members, decentralizing the global racial mix experiment that destroy the Divine order of indigenous peoples geographic bases.

When existing left behind structures administer life-sustaining systems, its former employees are urged to continue to maintain such systems in loyalty with their Nation, but to immediately begin the process of embracing Nation Sweden’s governance and basic principles, including Godlander’s rights, and not to make any government or judicial decisions over fellow human beings as such require an Indigenous Court with 9 Indigenous men and/or women savvy in Indigenous Peoples Rights and with Loyalty to the Indigenous People. None of the statutes etc. of the former business state may be applied to an individual who does not so wish, but in the transition, for agility until all falls in place, so-called common sense may be applied in following customs as long as all involved are satisfied with that. Everyone have the right to defend their lives and property against all sorts of robbers, including robbers in uniform who in their delusion, maybe due to lingering erroneous beliefs, have been misled to believe that they have authority.

Because of brain contamination and indoctrination, everyone have the right to a full deprogramming. No individual in a position to make decisions affecting others outside of the immediate family may have or retain such a position more than in the interim, unless he or she have the ability to comprehend and think completely independently, and that he or she are
loyal to the indigenous peoples of Godland. The Loyalty Oath must both be in writing and on video, accessible to everyone. All with today important positions must in the near future go through this transition or descending from position.

Interim Government and Defense forces

Jan Rosbäck is Rightsminister. Existing so-called judicial authorities are ordered to take instructions from the Rightsminister regarding the establishment of Indigenous Courts at each courthouse.

Leif of Godland, Leif af Östersjöväldet and Monarch of State Sweden is also the Minister of Defense and Head of existing defense structures. General Micael Byden is Ordered to inform NATO and Russia that Sweden is now a peaceful zone that can not be invaded or practiced on. Monarchy State Sweden, Monarkin Staten Sverige, have not entered into any agreement on such matters, and does not allow such. This includes the so-called Aurora 17. If such activity yet occur then this is an Act Of War and a Declaration Of War against a peaceful nation. If such an Invasion nevertheless occurs, all loyal to the Nation should help to make an inventory of all landed materials. In particular, nuclear weapons and heavy drugs should be sought. Found heavy drugs should under video recording be made an inventory of and burned on location. Nuclear weapons must immediately be taken home again from where they came. Foreign soldiers should be sent home again. Swedish soldiers are interimistically in the transition offered to keep their positions if he or she is loyal to the Indigenous Peoples of Godland but must immediately begin the process of embracing Nation Sweden's governance and basic principles, including Godlander's rights, and swear a written and video-recorded Loyalty Oath on this, accessible to everyone.

Nation Sweden’s Constitution

The Constitution of Godland, taken from the Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples with The Rights of Godlanders, is also the Constitution of Nation Sweden. It reads, with adaptation to it here being lifted out from the former document:

All men and women knowledgeable in Indigenous Rights and having Loyalty to the Indigenous may be armed in order to be able to defend ones elf and loved ones, including the community. No nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction are permitted.

Godland is the overall protector of rights, but does not detail control how individual communities and local indigenous courts create local laws as long as local laws are created based on Love by no less than 9 indigenous men and/or women knowledgeable in Indigenous Rights and having Loyalty to the Indigenous as per everything in the Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples; The Rights of Godlanders and per the latest development of the Charter of Godland, currently of 12017-06-11, and as long as the rights of travellers are respected in that passers through cannot be expected to know and obey local laws until these have been explained to them and they then are given reasonable time to either leave the area where the law apply, or to obey the law. Local courts cannot decide over the Folkhögskola.

Issues between communities in areas of different local indigenous courts should first be attempted to be solved through negotiations between the respective local indigenous courts, but if this fails, at least twice a year, a higher court should be formed from 9 indigenous with the same qualifications as in the preceding paragraph, but from surrounding local indigenous court areas, if practically possible then one from each such area, else two from each such area, and if that isn't either practically possible, three from each such area.

Matters involving travelling and other global Godland issues should be decided on at least twice a year, through at least one indigenous with the same qualifications as in the preceding paragraphs from each local indigenous court area holding an Allting in the location and time that was decided on the previous such meeting, initially called by Ditta & Leif of Godland. Extra such meetings may be called either by Ditta & Leif of Godland or by a higher court formed as in the preceding paragraph, if all local indigenous court areas get the call at least four weeks in advance.

**Money**

Oxa is money which one create oneself, which is not debt, which has no interest, and loses one quarter of its original value each month. Oxa is recorded at the local Indigenous Court, which is organized as soon as possible. Oxa Currency is Baltic sea Indigenous Runes (BIR) and World Indigenous Runes (WIR) and other implementations in accordance with the Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples with The Rights of
Godlanders. In order for digital money to be legitimate in indigenous Godland, they must be connected to local oxa.

1 BIR/WIR = 1 Euro = 10 SEK.

Interimistically cash can for the time being be used, but neither cash nor digital money are lawful unless they are attached to local oxa.

In order to give all people time to familiarize themselves with and start to use Oxa, existing digital payment routines are allowed to go on until Christmas Eve this year, but they can not be exchanged for oxa because they have always been worthless as they have only been currency. It is not possible to owe money because of alleged debt in such worthless currency.

To the treasury of the Baltic Sea Indigenous Bank We supply 1 Quintillion BIR \((10^{18} \text{ BIR})\), ie in the old system corresponding to 10 Quintillion \((10^{19})\) SEK.

Cross-border trade

For cross-border trade crypto currencies and Money backed by real value is allowed. These may not be used for local trade. All cross-border trade is the subject of the respective local indigenous courts, so that any harmful consequences for local indigenous peoples can be averted. Such trade should also in accordance with the constitution of Nation Sweden, which is also the Constitution of Godland, be treated in the same way as travel and other global Godland issues, so that harmful consequences for other local indigenous peoples can be averted.

Interimistically, We, Leif of Godland, Leif af Östersjöväldet and Monarch of State Sweden, decide on cross-border trade. For the time being We allow cross-border trade using crypto currencies and Money backed by real value without particular limitation, but with the requirement to oneself take responsibility in respecting all Indigenous Peoples rights, bearing in mind that obvious oversteps on the rights of others later may be subject to those laws that local indigenous courts create, which may result in that the one committing such oversteps either must allow some local indigenous court to later judge on this, or become an outlaw outside Godland’s and Nation Sweden’s laws. The one who show respect get respect.
The transition in Nation Sweden to the restoration of all Indigenous peoples rights

The transition in Nation Sweden to the restoration of all Indigenous peoples rights must interimistically according to Our decisions and according to the above be satisfied in an orderly transition to the restoration of all Indigenous peoples rights, which are:

Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples

The Rights of Godlanders

The Baltic Sea is the cradle of the white people, and there are several Sagas about where the ancient temples stood - In Hell according to Bock Saga, in Karelia according to Ryss, in Koknese according to Lett Saga, in old Uppsala, Visby and Jordbro according to Sverker, in Ruger according to Prois et al. The culture was completely different - the fertility cult with talent breeding, a talent society, as described in one way by lor Bock's family Sagas.

Historic injustices do not take away any of the Rights of Godlanders, but does mean that the inherent rights of indigenous peoples must be respected in that what has been robbed is restored or restituted. The Baltic Sun Model will serve as the norm for restitution. The Baltic Sun Model prove what self-deprogrammed Balts are capable of, and therefore what the Indigenous society as a whole would have been capable of, had it not been under mind corruption and occupation.

999 years of roman occupation, by force and by mind corruption, mind entrainment and mind entrancement techniques, like the usually hidden rules of Platonism originally imposed via foreign religion, have imposed on the indigenous peoples and citizens the current Western culture of total terror, where the People have been restricted to only be able to accept how it is and to obey. These fraudulent mind deceptions, through the usually hidden rules of Platonism, have been formally exposed and deconstructed by Ola Alexander Frisk. See e.g. http://hyperdialog.blogspot.com/. As aptly Tweeted by Colin McKay, Western civilisation has been progressively (alchemically) transformed into the most effective gulag in human history. (29 Jul (1)2017, https://twitter.com/DerorCurrency/status/891142912041295873.)
Disobedience to the rules of terror have been and still are being punished through foreign legal systems imposed on the indigenous peoples and citizens, which have robbed and force-conscripted Godlanders to serve world war funding corporations, systems and administrative institutions. Countless witnesses attest that since a long time the systems imposed have also been using other methods than the formal to fight those who want to create something good, as opposed to eternal war. The commercialization of these other methods that is now ongoing also means that there is a commercial interest in expansion of this field of (commercialized) oppression. This means that the Bank War Economical System behind the World War III producing military corporate groups is not just in theory but in practice a weapons system of the world war producing groups, used usually through covert means against individual Godlanders.

As has been found by the Baltic Sea Indigenous Court, at present the entire Baltic Sea labor market, through it's funding via the tax administration of World War III producing military corporate groups, is in service of world war producing groups, or what can appropriately be termed the Bank War Economic Model.

As any financing or participating in organizations that finance the possibility of nuclear war is on pain of fines or imprisonment, it is in these existing circumstances unlawful to enter into the Baltic Sea labor market. Before Ditta & Leif of Godland invoked Indigenous Decentralisation, see Declaration of Godland and Charter of Godland, 12017-06-11, such financing or participating was prohibited in accordance with the United Nations Convention on Transnational Criminal Organizations (UNTOC, November 15, 2000), the so-called Palermo Convention, and in accordance with other treaties as well as according to the common law doctrine of 'joint enterprise', Article 25 of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court or Terrorism legislation, support of structures supporting war or terrorism can be, Article 5, (a) The crime of genocide; (b) Crimes against humanity; (c) War crimes; (d) The crime of aggression. After Ditta & Leif of Godland invoked Indigenous Decentralisation, such financing or participating is unlawful according to the Declaration of Godland and Charter of Godland, that is read at [https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8C8A98ghpnduTXK5U3nzaEPG6XWU9j44](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8C8A98ghpnduTXK5U3nzaEPG6XWU9j44). Contact the Baltic Sea Indigenous Court of Godland via bsi.court@gmail.com for copies. The individuals responsibility in respect to such prohibited financing or participation is certainly not less after the Indigenous Decentralisation than it for example was due to the 1 July 2002 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, and as it already there was announced as crimes of an individual even if the individual was following orders, and as it already
there was announced that Immunities or special procedural rules were irrelevant, these individuals responsibilities will certainly be counted from 1 July 2002. Ditta & Leif of Godland will provide a more detailed definition of the individual’s responsibility in respect to The crime of genocide, Crimes against humanity, War crimes and The crime of aggression, but what is unlawful according to this more detailed definition that previously was unlawful due to the 1 July 2002 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, shall be the individual's responsibility even if committed previous such more detailed definition.

In order that no man or woman shall be forced into co-conspiracy to finance or participate or otherwise be forced into the service of world war producing groups, and presently being unlawful to enter into or to be in the Baltic Sea labor market, see above, until such a time as the present unlawful structures have been orderly transitioned into lawful structures or until such a time as the Indigenous have been provided with all means possible for independent thriving under their own laws and on their own land according to what is defined further down, provide those men and women of indigenous peoples, who in this regard shall be deemed to be whoever claim they are indigenous, with a completely tax free monthly compensation for costs of clothing, food, housing, travel, communication, health care, etc, in the order of what is the norm for income and living expenses where the man or woman choose to have his or her residence. While there are no practically available alternatives to the existing commercial systems for obtaining these necessities, the completely tax free monthly compensation must be in the same systems as to make purchases possible, this being of life necessity.

Due to the mind corruption and indoctrination everyone have the right to a full de-programming. No individual that is in a position to make decisions affecting others outside the most immediate family may have or keep such a position unless he or she demonstrate the ability to understand and think fully independently, completely for him or herself, and that he or she is loyal to the indigenous peoples of Godland. The loyalty oath must be both written and on video, available for all.

To facilitate full de-programming for anyone wishing such, a Folkhögskola, a nordic term, must be a part of the compensations to Godlanders. The Folkhögskola must be truly independent from the mind corruption, etc., that it is to de-program people from. The Folkhögskola most certainly must not be subject to any taxes, levies or county/länsstyrelse/environment regulatons or regulators, or any other legal obligations outside those of the
Indigenous laws of Godland. Such premises must be fully under the Indigenous laws of Godland, and not under any other legal obligations.

Indigenous peoples shall be assigned 999 hectare in each municipality, where they can live according to indigenous peoples customs, including in their own ancestral clans, lineages or family societies, with their own labor market, indigenous peoples salary payed out similar to basic income, where indigenous peoples appoint their own representatives without any manipulable party system, where there are the indigenous peoples own Courts, own indigenous banks, schools, temples, universities, insurance, health care, and media. These Indigenous peoples lands shall not be levied with any municipality or other taxes and they shall not be under any county/länsstyrelse/environment regulatons or regulators, and not under any other legal obligations outside those of the indigenous peoples own Courts.

As Ditta & Leif of Godland have cancelled any and all corporate CHARTERS, United Nations, etc, no national or international statutes, rules, treaties, executive orders, constitutions, acts, etc through such cancelled bodies can have any power over Indigenous peoples lands, including the Folkhögskola. Ditta & Leif of Godland have invoked Indigenous Decentralisation of any and all corporate CHARTERS of all business corporations pretending to be governments of peoples of all 200 states of the world such as Switzerland, Austria, Vatican, China, Japan, City of London, Russia, Israel, DC Columbia, The United States Federal Government, UNITED STATES of America, "STATE of …", business corporation United Nations registered in New York, Inclusive of any and all abbreviations, idem sonas, or other legal, financial or managerial forms, any and all international equivalents, inclusive of any OFFICES, inclusive of any and all OFFICERS, PUBLIC SERVANTS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, TREATIES, CONSTITUTIONS, MEMBERSHIP, ACTS, and any and all other contracts and agreements made thereunder and thereby, are now, void, worthless, or otherwise cancelled, unrebutted; … See Declaration of Godland and Charter of Godland, 12017-06-11.

The children of the Indigenous peoples shall not be taken from the Indigenous peoples. Indigenous peoples have the collective right to live in freedom, peace and security as distinct peoples and shall not be subjected to any act of genocide or any other act of violence, including forcibly removing children of the group to another group. The children of the Indigenous shall specifically not be mind corrupted, mind entrained or mind entranced according to the fraudulent mind deceptions through the usually hidden rules of Platonism originally imposed via foreign religion through 999 years of roman occupation, creating the current Western culture of total
terror, where the People have been restricted to only be able to accept how it is and to obey.

No child shall be forced to the mind corruption and indoctrination decreed by various Agencies for Education. In for example Sweden, no child have been allowed any other education than according to the directives of the Swedish National Agency for Education, Skolverket. Most certainly, no child should be taken from the responsible parents that protect the child from such indoctrination, because, as Ola Alexander Frisk explain in his Open Letter To Angela Merkel - The Real Problem Is That The Schools Trick Us By A False Science Based On Static Dogmas Of The Church, published 7 December 2016 (https://hyperdialog.blogspot.com/2016/12/open-letter-to-angela-merkel-real.html),

"The ongoing total crisis of the West is called economical or political. The true cause of the difficulties is an intellectual confusion as our possibilities to understand life and the world are usually restricted by hidden religious dogmas.

[...]

The massive problem is the Academic tradition, that has a monopoly of Knowledge and Education, is an organisation with hidden religious objectives, that trick the people AND the political élite to accept or even worship Dictatorship; by hidden dogmas of the Church that is said to be Reason and Science.

For example the central demand to be Normal in the so called Science of Psychology has no concrete definition as it is a hidden Static dogma of the Church; that means that the people must be restricted to accept how it is and to obey.

The historic relation is that our capacity to comprehend how to improve life and the society, in a concrete manner, has been replaced by to accept how it is and to obey.

[...]

The opportunity and challenge is now to create a culture of real Democracy based on a real Science and a concrete Reason.
What It Is All About

Most people hate the School and suspect that they are misled by the massmedia or the Lügenpresse/Lying press. But, they can usually not understand in a concrete fashion why or how it is like it is; as they from the beginning are trained to have a false understanding of life and the world that only supports to accept how it is and to obey.

We are simply tricked into a Static worldview - that takes away any concrete Dynamic qualities - like to develop the joy to discover, create and cooperate and are forced to accept how it is and to obey. Consequently, becomes Hidden or Open Dictatorships the same as how it must be.

All in all. We need to throw out the stupidity to restrict our capacity to understand life and the world.

We need to dissolve any relation between the State and the Academic tradition, that restrict our capacities, and develop a new system for how the State can support real Education and real Science.

The Usually Hidden Relations

The main and real objective of the Academic tradition is to make real thinking and real understanding mystical; in order to force the people to accept how it is and to obey.

The simple historic fact, that is usually hidden today, is that the current worldview of the West is a construction made to hide Dictatorship was made by the military dictatorship of the Roman empire.

The formal name of this method to fool the people to stupidity and suppression is Platonism.

Platonism is constructed to eliminate the foundations of true Democracy and true Science as it was developed and used in Athens. As the Athenians had formulated their ideals it was easy for the Romans to know what to eliminate.

The core of Platonism is to make the people believe that Reason, or the capacity to think, to reach insights, is mystical or impossible to grasp in a concrete manner.
In practice this means that The Mystical Reason reject concrete understanding of anything else than to accept how it is and to obey. The desired effect is that the highest Authority, like for example a State, is godlike or some form of god.

The teachings of the Academic cult are therefore based on the ideals of Dictatorship that has resulted in, for example Nationalism, Communism, Fascism and Nazism. So, it is about time to cut off any relation between the national States of the Western world and the Academic tradition.

One of the main problems of today, or perhaps THE main problem, is that the massmedia is totally owned and made by promoters of the ideal to use hidden religious dogmas to fool the political élite as well as the people. I would be delighted if I am proved to be wrong."

Parents who have had their children forced to the mind corruption and indoctrination decreed by various Agencies for Education should be offered restitution making possible Unschooling, etc. There is much material on how to do this, e.g. (some of these links in Swedish),


The Baltic Sun Model that will serve as the norm for restitution.


The Baltic Sun Model expresses the 14 areas of our Divine rights and duties, that are dual. I love and I am loved, I work for others and others work for me, I judge and others judge me... The circle of these rights is that You are not managed by any people who don't love You.
The tone of the 14 rays of the Baltic Sun Model:

0. I love me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

1. I work for me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

2. I get insured me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

3. I create money myself to cover basic needs of me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

4. I know divine laws and am a just and loving judge to me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

5. I protect the environment of me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

6. I balance into peace me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

7. I keep healthy me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

8. I keep ethnogenetical culture of me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

9. I share the resources to me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

10. I find energy to me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

11. I teach me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my
race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

12. I am connected to me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

13. I control me, my family, my kin, my tribe, my people, my nation, my race, other races, the raceless, my continent, my planet, my universe

Existing structures making an orderly transition of restoration of the rights to the Indigenous may find the Baltic Sun Security System Scientific non-political non-religious universal model from the Baltic Sea Regional ECRR of use:

14 basic rays of the National Competence Solar Structure for national welfare.

Objective: To create a system design where the nation thrives.

1st Activation in the natural Universal Solar System where the strongest heat and light source supports all life, leaving behind the dominance of the pyramidal (slaves, slave drivers, slave owners).


3rd State care guaranteeing the resident welfare through the scientifically based computer program budget, that provides basic security for everyone. Social security. National population identification.

4th National commercial bank restoration, the independence status of the national currency updated, printed on the territory of the Nation. Bretton Woods 2 international agreement.

5th Environmental and military protection of the nation. Realization of the existential threats. Negotiations and contracts with the military and global power structures.

6th Peace, harmony, balance. Balance between the internal and external. Harmony is in peace within ourselves and with the others, in self-sufficiency and unity, as well as in the understanding and acceptance,
where fear, manipulation and lies are left within the filter.

7th National health and existence. National programs for return to the homeland and rehabilitation of the nation. National population recovery and growth.

8th National ethnical culture league. National codex. Conscious Identity and Loyalty. National culture as the center of the ethnical culture flower for all different ethnical resident groups of the nation.

9th Nation’s land and property, industrial and manufacturing sector Inventory and the use in the interests of the nation. National basic self-providing internal market and labor market.

10th Environmentally friendly modern Energy and responsible use of the natural resources, which ensures their protection even for future generations.

11th Life Long Education Programme, contributing to a rich spiritual world and providing an abundance of material goods, a thriving economy and favorable external markets.

12th Computer Open Source Systems program where each resident may leave recommendations for improving the system.

13th National control and the state apparatus. Structure that preserves National interests, principles, objectives, examines the mass media, controls government and parliamentary work, effectively providing for the national sovereign power to belong to the people of the Nation’.

14th Love - of the country and the people. I love myself /you / the world as the grass grows and your / the world’s love is filling me. Only the Nation loving have access to decision levels in the territory of the Nation.

Baltic sea Indigenous Runes / World Indigenous Runes

Diarchs of Godland oxa replaces New World Order’s debt-slavery. The Diarchs of Godland, based in our divine rights established by the Gods, declared in the Decree of Godlanders Indigenous Rights for the purpose of security and fertility of all Indigenous Nations, the creation and establishment of a new unit of exchange for human existence which we named oxa (gift economy money that can't be employed as debt or usury), that is the amount of unit time linked human-existence-means-creation emitted by a human being for his- or her-self regularly.

The quantity amount of human oxa is linked to and based upon a respectful existence minimum of the community goods and is decided by local Indigenous chiefs and courts, but managed by a local government that is contracted by each member of the indigenous nation.

Baltic Indigenous Bank stores Baltic sea Indigenous Runes (BIR) and World Indigenous Runes (WIR). Any oxa issuing union has to be registered with Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland. The original oxa units - Baltic Indigenous Runes (BIR) - have been emitted by Ditta of Godland and accounted in the books of Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland by konna of Indigenous Peoples of Baltic Sea and the world, as it has been practiced in Europe (UK, Swiss, Austria etc) for thousands of years using Tally Sticks. For global community investments a quadrillion BIR has been emitted, but You have to create Your local oxa union for basic rationing with Your own WIR first.


The commodity of BIR/WIR is the fertile seed of indigenous peoples and their highly valuable spiritual power, the rights of Indigenous Peoples to their lands that covers the area of Mother Earth and compensations to them for 999 years of genocide and democide.

Tally Stick as well as any other sound means of recognizable oxa issuance documentation as local coupones can be applied. The oxa document contains following information - the oxa issuers seal or signature and contact details that identify the issuer as a living man or woman. The amount of oxa, the date it is created and the parts involved in the transaction. The tally stick is accompanied with the transaction document that specifies the detail.
Oxa for right to Indigenous Decentralisation of deadly corporations
Anonymous debt money grid, issued by few organized feudal war mafias
with hidden owners of Federal Reserve Bank in US and all central banks of
Bank of International Settlements in Switzerland, has to be carefully
sourced out through a loving and friendly process of these corporate
conglomerates into indigenous reliable units.

All the 9 countries of Baltic sea region, and 134 more countries, 13-9-
(1)2007 ratified the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples where
Article 20. p. 1. states, "Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and
develop their political, economic and social systems or institutions, to be
secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and
development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other
economic activities." After Ditta & Leif of Godland invoked Indigenous
Decentralisation, see Declaration of Godland and Charter of Godland,
12017-06-11, these rights are certainly not less than they previously were
due to that declaration, that is of course now cancelled by Ditta & Leif of
Godland together with all other national or international statutes, rules,
treaties, etc, see higher up.

Generally BIR/WIR is basic to get out of the digital and automated systems
that have gotten out of control of indigenous management as they have
been stolen from the states by private stock exchange syndicates and are
managed now by military-bankster mafias to leave the people resourceless
and killed.

Any digital money has to be attached to local oxa to be legitimate in
indigenous Godland.

Constitution of Godland

All men and women knowledgeable in Indigenous Rights and having Loyalty
to the Indigenous may be armed in order to be able to defend oneself and
loved ones, including the community. No nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction are permitted.

Godland is the overall protector of rights, but does not detail control how
individual communities and local indigenous courts create local laws as long
as local laws are created based on Love by no less than 9 indigenous men
and/or women knowledgeable in Indigenous Rights and having Loyalty to
the Indigenous as per all of the above and per the latest development of
the Charter of Godland, currently of 12017-06-11, and as long as the rights
of travellers are respected in that passers through cannot be expected to
know and obey local laws until these have been explained to them and they
then are given reasonable time to either leave the area where the law
apply, or to obey the law. Local courts cannot decide over the
Folkhögskola.

Issues between communities in areas of different local indigenous courts
should first be attempted to be solved through negotiations between the
respective local indigenous courts, but if this fails, at least twice a year, a
higher court should be formed from 9 indigenous with the same
qualifications as in the preceding paragraph, but from surrounding local
indigenous court areas, if practically possible then one from each such
area, else two from each such area, and if that isn’t either practically
possible, three from each such area.

Matters involving travelling and other global Godland issues should be
decided on at least twice a year, through at least one indigenous with the
same qualifications as in the preceding paragraphs from each local
indigenous court area holding an Allting in the location and time that was
decided on the previous such meeting, initially called by Ditta & Leif of
Godland. Extra such meetings may be called either by Ditta & Leif of
Godland or by a higher court formed as in the preceding paragraph, if all
local indigenous court areas get the call at least four weeks in advance.

Leif Erlingsson, Monarch of State Sweden

T +46709-140631
E leif@lege.net
A Eksjövägen 21, 570 34 BRUZAHOLM, State Sweden, Nation Sweden

The authoritative document is the Swedish original, which is:
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